Case Study:

MCL Construction Leverages
Autodesk Construction Cloud to
Improve Project and Operational
Performance Company-wide

Omaha, Nebraska-based
full-service firm MCL
Construction manages
180 full-time employees
and an average of 80
projects at any given
time. The company
specializes in health care,
religious and academic
buildings, including new
construction and remodels,
but prides itself on taking
projects of all sizes.
Since its inception in 1987, MCL has shown
continuous growth and innovation to remain
at the top of the industry. The company was
an early adopter of the Autodesk BIM 360 Field
platform, part of Autodesk Construction Cloud,
and initially implemented the original version
of Vela Systems.. MCL wanted to leverage
all of the program’s features while getting more
of its employees and subcontractors to use
it. That’s when they turned to U.S. CAD to help
with training and expanding their use
of Autodesk products.
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Overcoming Challenges
Through Technology
MCL’s relationship with U.S. CAD began in 2016 with training on the BIM 360 product. The construction
manager wanted to highlight the power of the product and expand its use throughout the company.
U.S. CAD helped the project management team understand the features and functionality of BIM
360, including equipment management and how to create issues reporting. MCL was able to shift
management of punch lists to BIM 360 and build facilities maintenance models in the system
to hand over to clients. The company trialed the program while building a dental facility, with the
goal of expanding use across projects over time.

The U.S. CAD-led
training highlighted
data analytics and
the overview module
to focus on companylevel reporting,
so executives could
see high-risk trends,
activities and what
was going on with
projects, giving them
a clearer understanding
of the business
as a whole.

In October 2018, U.S. CAD trained 80 MCL employees on the new generation of BIM 360. U.S.
CAD developed a bespoke program to best meet MCL’s specific needs. A consultant sat down with
company executives and project managers to understand how MCL wanted their teams to use BIM
360. They came up with three initial training modules around documents, project management and
BIM 360 field functionality.

Supporting training
U.S. CAD led three days of training, going module-by-module with MCL’s project engineers
and project managers to show them how to create projects in BIM 360 and set up checklists
to standardize and streamline processes.
They also implemented the management software, which required additional executive training
to increase usage. The U.S. CAD-led training highlighted data analytics and the overview module
to focus on company-level reporting, so executives could see high-risk trends, activities and what
was going on with projects, giving them a clearer understanding of the business as a whole.
MCL used the overview module to track the completion of safety and equipment-inspection checklists
daily. Executives learned to gauge how projects were being managed through the module, which
helped them find ways to improve efficiency and understand which contractors had a better record of
delivering quality projects safely and on time. U.S. CAD also brought in an Autodesk representative to
sit in on the trainings to offer additional support and tips for using the software.
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How U.S. CAD
Helped Improve Efficiency
As MCL found, it’s not enough to invest in technology and expect employees and contractors
to use it. To get the most out of the applications, it takes time and extensive training. That includes
demonstrating the benefits and ways the program can improve efficiency.

Standardization
Over the past three years, MCL has experienced significant growth, adding many projects and
personnel. For a company whose volume is spread over more projects, standardization of processes
and data creates significant gains in efficiency.
Before 2018, the company only used BIM 360 Field on a handful of projects. When BIM 360
expanded from field to include project management functionality, MCL used the opportunity
to standardize their software and centralize data and processes.
Prior to implementing BIM 360 across departments, MCL had a lot of variance in access to project
documentation. BIM 360 helped MCL improve access to drawings through the cloud and gave
everyone 24/7 access to projects from any location. The platform offered project managers better
standardization of tools such as safety checklists, equipment-maintenance reports and other
information about each job.

Improved access to data
BIM 360 also improved MCL’s access to data and ability to review projects. The history functions for
documents, requests for information and issues improved records, enabling the company to analyze
data across projects to identify best practices to improve efficiency.
Tapping into U.S. CAD’s expertise, MCL has been able to harness the power of data insights and
translate this information to projects across contractors and subcontractors. Having the data isn’t
enough; executives need specific training to help them understand how to manage the business with
improved insights. Partnering with U.S. CAD enabled MCL’s leadership team to quickly gain value
from the software investment.

“The data in the system
is being used to drive
better decisions and
provide insight.”
- Tim Tiensvold,
Director of Innovation at MCL
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“We’re monitoring 82 active projects from building a classroom space to a $50 million addition,”
said Tim Tiensvold, director of innovation at MCL. “We’re able to review user activity and
determine who in the company is proficient at certain things. We then provide training to others
to improve and reinforce that. The data in the system is being used to drive better decisions and
provide insight.”
The data also can reveal problems that could spread to other projects. For example, if a subcontractor
is having difficulty with something like tying rebar, it will show up in the daily checklist review.
MCL is then able to proactively address the problem with the contractor to ensure it isn’t occurring
on multiple projects.

Collaboration
Using the BIM 360 platform also has helped improve collaboration, particularly with subcontractors
and design partners.

“Collaboration is
facilitated through
the system and we
can put everyone
into the project and
have them access
the same information.
It’s easy to track and
we don’t have to pursue
people because they’re
receiving automated
reminders.”
- Tim Tiensvold,
Director of Innovation at MCL

MCL uses the software to collect data or assign tasks such as:






Tracking manpower through daily logs
Submitting punch lists to create a single source of data
Creating equipment checklists and records
Assigning issues to subcontractors and tracking the progress

For example, MCL is able to take checklists and equipment reports from one team, review them
and then push them to similar projects. It’s easy to disseminate the information because it’s
available on any type of device.
Project teams also benefit from streamlined document control. Everyone has the latest version
of drawings and other important paperwork available digitally, and all information is housed in the
BIM 360 cloud database.
“Collaboration is facilitated through the system and we can put everyone into the project and have
them access the same information,” Tiensvold said. “It’s easy to track and we don’t have to pursue
people because they’re receiving automated reminders.”
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Outcomes
MCL continues to leverage its relationship with U.S. CAD to increase adoption of BIM 360
products across internal departments and with partners such as architects, suppliers and project
consultants. As longtime BIM 360 users, they work with the company to provide feedback and
continual improvements to the offerings and functionality.
Because BIM 360 is interconnected with many other management tools, it’s been easier
to integrate with others’ systems.
Having all the information in one place creates a comprehensive record of the project across the
project life cycle that can be shared with clients after completion.
Discover how U.S. CAD can help your company improve operations, mitigate risk and implement
solutions that are right for your business.

Benefits of using Autodesk and
working with U.S. CAD include:







Data centralization




Improved business insights and data analytics

Risk mitigation
Improved issues tracking
Clear communication and collaboration
Projects delivered on time and on budget
 omprehensive project information to pass
C
off to clients

Comprehensive support and training
from U.S. CAD

REQUEST A COMPLIMENTARY DISCOVERY CALL WITH U.S. CAD
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ABOUT U.S. CAD:
U.S. CAD is a leading provider of architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) technology and consulting services.
Founded in 1999, U.S. CAD is an Autodesk Platinum Partner delivering BIM and AEC software, training, support, production
and scanning services, and virtual and augmented reality solutions designed for organizations of all sizes for better project
outcomes from conception through construction. Our mission is to help clients win more, produce more and achieve more.
Visit www.uscad.com.

ABOUT MCL CONSTRUCTION:
For many businesses, navigating construction and knowing who to trust can be overwhelming. At MCL Construction,
our people simplify the process by listening, planning, executing, and continuing the relationship to build their vision.
Visit www.mclconstruction.com.

WWW.USCAD.COM

